The Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange And climate Monitor (STEAM) has as main objectives to:
THE STEAM PROJECT RATIONALE

STEAM and the climate
The Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere (UT/LS) region is important to the climate. Global, height-resolved data from this important atmospheric region are however lacking. STEAM will provide such data of H2O, O3, CO, aerosols and clouds in grids of <2 km vertical and <50 km along track. This unprecedented high resolution is needed for study of the climate, and its interactions with dynamics and chemistry.
Common prediction models for climate, chemistry and transports need validation with real data and water vapour and clouds are some of the largest uncertainties in existing models. The STEAM global data will enable improvement of these models.
STEAM will test near real-time data production as input to later operational systems.
Continued ozone layer monitoring
Ozone layer changes need decades of continuous monitoring, in particular to confirm the expected recovery. STEAM will continue the surveillance of ozone and, in particular, ClO after present missions, for instance Odin.
Building on experience and technology
The necessary experience and technology for STEAM is already there, within the presumed participating partner countries. It is mainly derived from Odin, a space-borne observatory for stratospheric and mesospheric limb sounding in the microwave and the UV/Vis/IR (as well as astronomy in submm and mm). Odin is now in its fifth year of operations, exceeding its two-year lifetime requirement. But where Odin is providing altitude profiles by scanning the Earth stratosphere, STEAM requires all instrument channels to be limb imagers, a lower frequency band penetrating into the troposphere, a larger bandwidth, and 2-D retrievals in the orbital plane for high horizontal resolution.
INSTRUMENTS
The radiometer -STEAMR
The STEAM Radiometer (STEAMR) is measuring thermally induced emission from molecules (rotational transitions) and can measure independently of light conditions and, by and large, clouds. As often when high spectral resolution is required, heterodyne-type receivers are used. The receivers are grouped in two frequency bands for different altitudes, 320-360 GHz for the UT/LS, and 488-504 GHz for the stratosphere.
Limb imaging will be achieved using 8 beams/frequency band. This will support tomographic retrievals by the continuous multiple measurements of the tangent point from different angles by the satellite moving horizontally. The technology heritage is from the Odin SMR instrument, which in turn builds on receivers flown on Swedish balloons. Compared to Odin there are dramatic improvements in processed bandwidth, from 2.6 to 96 GHz in total or 0.8 to 8 GHz per spectrometer, and in horizontal resolution of the measurements, from 600 to < 50 km . Major development items are the 8 identical receivers/band and the 8 GHz BW amplifiers and back-ends. In June 04, a prototype single-receiver radiometer was successfully tested.
The limb imaging optical instrument -CHAOS
Complementary to STEAMR, a limb-imaging optical instrument is foreseen. It is presently called the Cloud Height, Aerosol and Ozone Sensor (CHAOS) and is strongly based on the Odin OSIRIS instrument. CHAOS will support STEAMR with detection of clouds and measure their properties. It will also provide measurements of ozone and water distribution in the UT/LS and stratospheric aerosols.
CHAOS consists of an imaging optical spectrograph, a limb camera similar to the Optical Cloud Monitor (developed by RAL for ESA), and three infrared imagers.
THE SPACECRAFT
Orbit
The STEAM orbit will be a circular, sun synchronous one at an altitude of 700 km, with a 09.00 h local time ascending node. The lifetime goal is 4 years.
Attitude and Orbit Control (AOCS)
The real-time pointing requirement for the STEAM limb-pointing mission is < 1 arcminute (pitch). This accuracy is surpassed already by Odin. The 3-axis stabilised attitude control concept builds on the experience from Odin, with further evolution of S/W development methods used by SSC on the ESA moon probe SMART-1.
Layout, mass and power
The satellite structure is built in a box shape with approximate size 700x700x1000mm. On top of the box the instrument platform is located. The overall mass is 185 kg (payload 65 kg). STEAM's solar panel layout allows for a large area of solar cells. The fixed-panels configuration requires GaAs cells for an average power consumption of 277 W (payload 192 W). The avionics architecture builds on the SSC's SMART-1 experience and is presently being further developed to a smaller size, based on FPGA:s. The collection of units weighs a few kg's and consumes some 10 W of power. The system is single-fault tolerant and redundant. The applications S/W is developed using well-proven commercial methods.
Platform considerations
The important parts of the platform concept are well-defined. Full platform redundancy is assumed. The adaptable concept allows the shape to be formed according to mission.
SCHEDULE AND COST
A launch of STEAM in 2009 is possible -provided that decisions on project continuation are made without further delay.
The present ROM cost is 50 MEuros, including instruments, S/C and launch. This is roughly the same as for Odin.
PARTICIPANTS
The mission has been defined in more detail by institutes and research groups in Sweden, France, Canada, UK, and Germany -potential partner countries in STEAMin cooperation with SSC.
STEAM REVIEWED
A "phase A1" study was run by SSC and science groups 2003-04. The Mission Definition Review, in 2004, was one of three international reviews of STEAM, all very positive. The Review Board main conclusion was "a well thought out mission…we encourage you in your efforts to get this project under way."
JOINT MISSION WITH SWIFT?
A joint mission opportunity with the Canadian SWIFT (Stratospheric Wind Interferometer For Transport studies) instrument was identified by the Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA).
The two missions are complementary and could offer scientific synergy effects. A small technical study, run by SSC for SNSB, shows that the combination is feasible, even on a small satellite with dimensions 1.5 x 1.5 x 2 m; 360 kg, and 410 W (average). This also shows that a non-rigid platform concept can be easily applied to an extended mission.
